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Soul Exchange: YuGiOh Card Prices Want to learn all about the card Soul Exchange? What expansions is it available in? How is the card used? How much is the card worth? Buy or sell singles in. Soul Exchange Yu-Gi-Oh! FANDOM powered by Wikia Edition: Fallen Empires. Type: Sorcery. Cast: Rarity: U. As an additional cost to cast Soul Exchange, exile a creature you control. Return target creature card from your graveyard to the battlefield. When you control a tribute summon, you may use a target card for the tribute summon to become your own card. You cannot control cards that are used as tribute cards. You cannot use cards that are used as tribute cards to return cards to your hand. You cannot use cards that are used as tribute cards to return cards to your hand. You cannot use cards that are used as tribute cards to return cards to your hand.